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INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns the extension of results recently obtained by the 
author for ordinary differential equations [9, lo], to functional differential 
equations. Briefly, the results state that the existence of a “noncritical” 
periodic approximate solution, with a “sufficiently small” error, implies 
the existence of an exact periodic solution. The appropriate notions of 
“noncritical” are given for nonautonomous and autonomous equations, 
and “sufficiently small” error is specified by means of an inequality. Applica- 
tions of the two main theorems to the strongly and weakly nonlinear systems 
are given, with references to earlier results. For weakly nonlinear systems 
it is clear that alternative methods of proof are possible. However, the unity 
of approach achieved here is of some interest. 
The standard notations for functional differential equations are used. In 
particular, C[--h, 0] denotes the space of continuous functions from 
[--h, O] - Rd, normed with the sup norm, written / I. For x: [--h, A)+ Rd, 
and continuous, xt denotes that element of C[--h, 0] given by the restriction 
of x to [t - h, t]. The quantity P will denote the space of continuous func- 
tions of period 2rr, normed with the sup norm, also written 1 I. Observe that 
for 2 E P, 1 zt 1 < ( z 1 for all t. 
1. THE NONAUTONOMOUS EQUATION 
We consider the equation 
ff(t) = -q% 9 t), (1-l) 
where X: C[ --h, 0] x R -+ Rd is continuous in both arguments, Lipschitzian 
in + E C[--h, 01, and periodic in t of period 2n. Here continuity is with 
respect to the sup norm in C[--h, 01. 
* This research had been supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
under Grants GP 8555 and GP 12714. 
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We assume that the FrechCt derivative of S with respect to 4, denoted 
by dX($, t; .), exists at each point in C[--h, 01, for t E [0,27~]. 
The basic assumption concerning (1.1) is that there exists a “noncritical” 
approximate periodic solution of (l.l), K(t). That is, .? satisfies 
Z(t) = X(.vf , t) + k(t), (1.2) 
where k E P, and .V is noncritical in the following sense. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Given a periodic solution .V of (l.l), (exact or not), 
.? is said to be “noncritical” if the corresponding variational equation 
z?(t) = dLY(gt , t; zt) has no characteristic multipliers equal to 1. This is 
equivalent to asserting that for every continuous periodic function f, of 
period 2~, the equation 
3(t) = dX(.q , t; ZJ +f(t) (1.4) 
has a unique periodic solution z, and 1 z / < 123 1 f/a, for some positive 
constant M independent off. Here / f I2 denotes the La-norm in P. 
LI:e may now state: 
THEOREM 1.5. Let f be a periodic approximate solution of (1. I), i.e., i 
satisfies (1.2), and 1 k Ir < r. Assume i is noncritical, and let M > 0 be the 
constant associated with (I .4), as above. Then any of the conditions below are 
sujicient for the existence of an exact periodic solution, x*, of (1.1). We use the 
following notation. Let the functional B(z) be dejned b>t 
B(z) = ozm.>lr I’ dX(z, + & , t; .) - dX(x, , t; .)ll, .I (1.6) 
where ‘, ,, refers to the operator norm in L(C, Rd). 
0) Iff or z E P, 1 z 1 < 2&G implies B(z) < l/2111, then x* exi>ts, and , ,~ 
.* - f 1 .< 2MY. 
(ii) If for ezvry z E P, B(z) < l/M, then x* exists, and 1 x* - E j :,I 
MY( I + y), where y > 0 is a constant chosen so that B(z) ,( (r/( 1 + y)) . (1 /M) 
for all z E P. 
(iii) ,ilssume dX(+, t; .) is continuous in 4 at Ye , uniformly in t, with 
modulus of continuity p; that is, B(z) satisfies B(z) < p(\ z i), fog z E P, and 
0 < Ul < u2 implies 0 = p(O) ,( p(ul) <p(u.J. Then x* exists if MY & 
max,,4ac-0~I(l:M) [u(l - A+(u))]. Further, if this maximum is assumed at 
u =: u. , where 0 < u,, < p-l( 1 /M), then 1 x* - or 1 < MY[I - fi@(u,)] -I. 
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(iv) Assume dX($, t ; .) is Htilder-continuous in 4 at Z~ , uniformly in t; 
that is, B(z) < K j z Ia, K > 0,O < cv < 1. Then x* exists ifrM(a+l)/~IW < 
a/(1 + 01), and j x* - XI d Mr(l + (l/a)). 
(v) In particular, if dX(& t; .) is Lipschitzian in I$, i.e., B(z) < K 1 z I, 
then x* exists if 2rM”K < 1, and / x* - x 1 < 2Mr. 
Remark. Observe that case (v) is clearly the most important case, as K is 
simply an upper bound on the Lipschitz constant for dX(#, t; .) in 4, in a 
neighborhood of %t , of radius 2Mr. One can conceive of estimating K in 
particular problems. Case (v) is also a direct generalization of [lo, Theo- 
rem 1.61. 
Note that in each case, the error bound 1 SC* - X] is proportional to Y, 
so that the size of the error in approximation f can be expected to give some 
measure of the distance from the true solution x*. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. In Eq. (l.l), introduce a new coordinate z by 
letting xt = x + xt . Then, using (1.2) and (1. l), z satisfies 
i.(t) = dX(q , t; zt) - k(t) - R(q), (1.7) 
where R(q) = X(X, + .zt , t) - X& , t) - dX(jT, , t; zt). 
Using the integral form of the mean value theorem, R(q) = 
J‘: [d-W% + szt , t; zt) - dX(& , zt)] ds, so that R(q) satisfies the estimate 
where the functional B(z) is defined in (1.6). 
Given z E P, let Tz E P be the unique periodic solution w, of period 2rr, 
of the equation 
G(t) = dX(q , t; wt) - k(t) - R(q). (1.9) 
The existence of w is assured by the hypothesis that .v~ is a noncritical approxi- 
mate periodic solution of (1.1). F rom this assumption, it also follows that Tz 
satisfies 
I Tz I B M[I WI2 + I W&l < M [r + mt=jl Wt) I it I ds], (1.10) 
0 
where M is defined in (1.4). 
From (1.9) it is evident that if z* E P satisfies Tz* = z*, then x* = x + Z* 
is an exact periodic solution of (l.l), and 1 x* - f 1 = j Z* 1. 
It is well known that the mapping T defined above is a compact mapping 
on P -+ P in the sup norm, so to apply Schauder’s theorem, all that is 
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required is to find a S such that z E P, j x i < 6 implies j TX I :g 6. Then a 
fixed point zk of T exists with 1 z* 1 < 6. Thus the error j x* - .~r i is 
bounded by 6. 
Now, if hypothesis (i) is assumed, set S = 2d.f~. By (1.10), it follows that 
w’ _ <: 2.lZr implies 
IL :< [MY + m;x i1 B(E,) 2L\f23rdsl] 
1 
< ,Vlr 7. - 2,1fr :: 2MY, 
‘0 231 
and the result follows. 
Under hypothesis (ii), choose y > 0 so that B(z) -1. (y/(1 + y)) (I !;I/) 
for z 6 P, and let S = Mr(1 -+ y). Then for ! .z ! < 6, j Tz 1 
MY + AZ . (y/(1 + y)) . (l/M) * MY( 1 + y) := MY 4- Mry == Mr( 1 + y), 
and the result follows. 
From (iii), it follows that for / z 1 r: 6, I Tz : :< Mr + M6p(6). So 
; T(z)1 .; 6 if ilf~ + M&(S) < 8, or itIT ,< 6(1 - Mp(S)). It is also clear 
that p(S) must be less than I/M, so it is sufficient to assume, as in (iii), that 
Jlr S! max[z( 1 - Mp(z1)], for 0 < ~9 < p-‘( 1 /M). Also, if this inequalit! 
is satisfied, and the maximum is assumed at zlo, 0 < zro < p-‘(l/M), then 
S == MY;( I - :Ilp(zl,)) is an appropriate choice for Schauder’s theorem. For 
0 < MY :c. r,( 1 - Mp(zb)) implies that 0 < S = Mr/( 1 - Mu) < z10 <. 
p--I( 1 /M), and the monotonicity of p implies that p(S) < P(Q). So if / z ! :$ 6, 
then / Tz : c.y :1Zr + M Sp(S) -< fill + M Sp(zy,) = 6, and this is the desired 
inequalitv. 
Now assume hypothesis (iv) is satisfied. Then if z E P, i z 1 :-:.: 8, we have 
from (I. 10) that 
And if rdffl +~),‘~K(I/u) / lb a/(1 + 01), and we set S = Mr((a + 1)/a), itmay be 
easily verified that :%ZY + (MK?P+~/((II + I)) < 6, so again the result follows. 
The result in (v) is a special case of (iv), obtained by taking OL = 1. 
2. THE AUTONOMOUS EQUATION 
We wish to give sufficient conditions for the existence of an exact periodic 
solution of 
i-(t) = X(x*), (2.1) 
assuming the existence of an approximate periodic solution f(t); that is, 
.~(t + (2x/~)) = s(t), and 
a(t) = X(%J + K,(t), K, periodic of period 27rjti, (2.2) 
where CT, > 0. 
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Now we must not only determine the exact solution x*, but also the exact 
frequency w*, where x*(t + (27&*)) = x*(t). In order to introduce a 
normalized period 27r, replace t by t/w, so that (2.1) becomes 
and X; B satisfy 
w4t) = -qxt.w>, (2.3) 
(;iQ) = X(%,m) + k(t), k(t) = k,(t/ti). (2.4) 
Here xt,“(t9) = x(t + we), ii~~,~(fl) = a(t + se), for -4 < 0 < 0. Note 
that if x is a function defined on [--h, A) -+ Rd, then for 0 < t < A, xt,,, is 
not the restriction of x to the interval [t - h, t], but depends upon the values 
of x on the interval [t - wh, t]. Thus, (2.3) is not a functional differential 
equation as usually defined. However, the solutions of (2.1) and (2.3) are 
in a l-1 correspondence, for fixed w > 0, so that the existence, uniqueness, 
etc., of solutions of (2.3) follow from the standard theorems applied to (2.1). 
For autonomous systems, as the variational equation of an exact periodic 
solution always has one as a characteristic multiplier, we need to modify 
the definition of a “noncritical” solution as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.5. The pair (8, p(t)), x a Cl-periodic function of t, is 
said to be noncritical with respect to (2.3) if (i) the corresponding variational 
equation 
cqt) = dX(kqG, ; zt) Q-6) 
has a multiplier p,, of multiplicity one with the remaining multipliers unequal 
to 1 (pO may or may not equal l), and (ii) if s(t) is the solution of the equation 
adjoint to (2.6), corresponding to p0 , then 
s 4n g(t) J(k, G)(f) dt # 0, (2.7) 0 
where forfE P, J(f, G)(t) =f(t) - $, O[dv(t, e]f(t + 60). Here q(t, 0) is 
a d x d matrix of functions periodic in t, and of bounded variation in 8, 
which gives a representation of dX(Ft,, ; .); that is, for 4 E C[--h, 01, 
d-V% ; 4) = J-L Prl(c e)i 4(e). 
A definition equivalent to (2.5) is the following. 
DEFINITION (2.5)‘. The pair (G, x(t)), x a Cl-periodic function of t, is 
said to be noncritical with respect to (2.3) if for all (y, y, h) in a neigborhood 
N of (G, ~,a) in R x P x P, and for all f E P, the equation 
YW = dx(y,,, ; 4 + f(t) - BJ(h Y) (2.8) 
has a unique solution (p, z) E R x P with 1 z 1 < M 1 f 1s , for some constant 
M depending upon N, but independent off. 
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The following lemma, which appears in [3, p. 21 I], is important in under- 
standing the significance of the above definitions and the relationships 
between them. 
LEMMA. Assume that 1 is a simple characteristic multiplier of the system 
wqt) = d-q%,, ; 3.w ). Let p(t) be a nontrivial 2rr-periodic solution of this 
equation, and q(t) a nontrivial Zrr-periodic solution of the corresponding 
adjoint equation. Let J(p, W) = p(t) - Szh 0 dq(t, 0) p(t + we), where 
dX(xt., ; 4) = ch dT(t, e)+(e). Under th e abooe assumption, it follows that 
J$ q’(t) ](P, QJ) dt # 0. 
From this lemma, it is immediate that if x* is an exact 2rr-periodic solution 
of (2.3) of frequency w*, with 1 as a simple characteristic multiplier of the 
associated linear variational equation, and if q(t) is a nontrivial 2r-periodic 
solution of the adjoint equation, then sr q’(t) Jr*, UJ*) dt $1 0, as k* is a 
2x-periodic solution of the variational equation. 
Accordingly, if (C&T, a) is a good approximation to (w*, x*, 3i”*), one 
should expect, by continuity, that Definition 2.5 is valid, with p0 as the 
multiplier approximating 1, R approximating .+z*, and V, approximating q(t). 
That is, Definition 2.5 simply states the obvious, that inequalities remain 
inequalities when closely approximated. 
The above discussion shows that Definition 2.5 is necessary if (L;j, X; a) 
are to be approximations of an exact periodic solution (w*, x*, *+*). Theo- 
rem 2.11 gives conditions under which Definition 2.5 is sufficient for (6, 2,:) 
to closely approximate an exact periodic solution. 
To derive Definition (2.5)’ from Definition 2.5, observe that (2.7) implies 
jr zJ(t) J(h, y) dt f 0, for N sufficiently small. Definition 2.5 also implies 
that the equation y.~?(t) = dX(yt,Y ; t z ) has at most one periodic solution, so 
that the nonhomogeneous problem always has a periodic solution if the 
forcing term is orthogonal to a(t). v(t) is the solution of the perturbed adjoint 
equation corresponding to v,,(t).) But the inequality above implies that /3 can 
always be chosen so that f (t) - BJ(h, y) is orthogonal to v(t), and so (2.8) 
has periodic solutions for any f E P. By requiring (8, Z) to be zero when f is 
zero, the estimate 1 z / < M 1 f I2 follows. 
The converse, that Definition (2.5)’ implies Definition 2.5, is evident, 
using the conditions that, given any f E P, (/?, Z) are unique, and z = 0 
when f = 0. 
Remark 2.9. If x is noncritical, in the sense of Definition 2.5, and if 
f~ P satisfies s2- voT(t)f (t) dt = 0, then, in (2.8) /I may be taken equal to 
zero for (y, y, h) = (w, %, a); that is, the equation 
c%(t) = dX(&,, ; zt) + f(t) (2.10) 
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has a unique periodic solution z which satisfies 1 z 1 < M 1 f /* for some 
constant M > 0 independent off. 
THEOREM 2.11. Assume .v, w satisfy (2.4), with XE C”(R). Let 1 k 1 = r. 
Further, assume there exist constants K, Kl such that for 4, Z,!Q , yC2 E C[-h, 01, 
I d-wt,t,b) ; 791 < KI I 4 It I d-Vt,ci, + $1 ; $1 - dx(x,., + #e ; 9) < 
K 1 & - I,& 1 j #I I. Assume 3~ is noncritical, in the sense of Definition 2.5, 
choose v0 so that 1 v,, I2 = 1, and let 01 = [(1/2x) I si q,*(t) I($, G)(t) dt [I-r. 
Let M be the constant de$ned in Remark 2.9. Then for r suficiently small, 
there exists an exact periodic solution x*, with frequency w*, of (2.3), and 
Ix*--xl+lw*- cz 1 = O(r). More specifically, let A1 = M(1 + 01 I J(a, ti)l), 
A2 = (f + IcIK,)(I + cx 1 J(Z, &)I). If 4ar < W, and 4Rr < 1, where 
B = [2A,‘K + 2u{hl[hK j .i! 1 + (2/W)(X,Krh + Kl + 2h,K~)] + (K,h,h/G) 
+ (cx/4)[hK / .S I (h I 3;- / + (8A,r/e) + (4hA&)) + Klh2 j 2 I]}], 
then an exact periodic solution x*, with frequency w*, of (2.3) exists, satisfying 
1 x* - x 1 < 2X,r, 1 w* - (3 1 < 2olr. 
Proof of Theorem 2.11. L t e w = w + fi, x(t) = %(t) + (W/W) z(t), which 
transforms (2.3) into 
c&+(t) = dX@,, ; ~t.cJ + Rtz, > B) - BJt(x’, 4(t) - k(t), (2.12) 
where 
As we shall see, it is necessary to take z in the space of continuously 
differentiable 2n-periodic functions of t. This space will be denoted by PI , 
with the sup norm on both z and i. 
LetNCPbedefinedbyN={gEP:IgI <a}. 
We define a mapping S, such that S(N) C N, and S is a contraction on N. 
The fixed point of S in N will then be used to obtain the desired exact 
periodic solution of (2.12). 
Mapping S is defined in terms of the composition of two mappings, 
L and T, such that 
L:N+R x PI is an affine map on N, and 
T:RxP,+P is nonlinear. 
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Mapping L is defined as follows. Given g E X, choose j3 = /3(g) E R 
such that g - k(t) - p/(2, w)(t) is orthogonal to z’,, on [0,2~]; that is, 
,6 = fr u,,r(t)[g(t) - k(t)] dt[Ji” or 1(x’, c;i)(t) &]-I. The quantity /3 is 
well defined because of (2.7). Then let .z be the unique periodic solution of 
which satisfies / z(g)\ ,< M 1 g - k - pJ(?, w)‘, ill as in (2.9). Then 
L(g) =deP (/3, .z) E R Y PI . 
Now, given (/3, z) E R x Pr , with w + /3 > 0, let T(/3, z) =(ref R(z, , fi) 
where R(z, ,p) is defined in (2.12). Then S(g) =def T(L(g)) = R(z,(g), B(g)). 
Before discussing the properties of the mapping S further, it is necessary 
to obtain the following lemma concerning the function R(z, , /3). 
LEMMA 2.14. For (8, z), @, Z) E R x PI, 2 + p > G/2, CZ f p >, (G/2), 
R(z, , ,6) satisfies the following inequalities. 
R(zt , ,Q < ;(I B I h I Jt’ I + 2 I a” I)’ + ~‘(Iz: +wh,s/) 
(2.15) 
I R(,-t > 6) - 4% 9 8>l 
c< WW I 2 I (I B I + I p I) + 2(/ z I + I 5 III 
~[!B-~I(hl~I+(2’~)(/z/+I~1)+~(l~l++~f/))+2lz-~1l 
+ K, IPBI [h21$ ((IPI + l/fl)Q) +(2/w)(lzI -t ISI) +h(lfl +&)I 
+ Kl(l /I ) + 1 B ))(2.‘&) 1 z - z 1 + h ; .* -- s I). (2.16) 
Proof. 
R(zt , P) = &G.<, + (G/w> zt.m) - -Y(*t,cz) - dX(%,,; zt.cz) 
- p 1-L qi#, O)] qt + we) 
= -“I (dX(&, + s(F& - %t,c) + (s&w) ztv,,; 
\ 
5 t.w - 5t.o + (G/w) z,,,) - dX(%,; &.a, - St.0 + (G/w) z,,,)} ds 
+ @b> - 1) dX(-%,,; zt.d + d-W&; (W.‘w>(zt,u, - zt,d 
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using the integral form of the mean value theorem, and recalling that 
d&i&, , 4) is linear in +. Recalling the definitions of K and ICI in the state- 
ment of Theorem 2.11, we see that 
Again using the mean-value theorem, it is easily shown that 
The last term in (2.17) can be rewritten as follows. 
d-q%,,; xt., - .f,.,) - B yh ~[d,(~, @I qt + WS)l 
O z= 
Is 
[d7(t, s)][.qt + we + ge) - qt + Ge) - epqt - 
4 t se)] 
L j j:h [d7(t, e)] j’ fie[k(t + 0e + +3e) - n(t + Ge)l ds 
0 
= / j” [w, 41 jlae . j’ *(t + 60 + 2kq3e) . ge du ds -h 0 0 
(2.19) 
Inserting the estimates from (2.18), (2.19), and applying the estimates 
cz + fl 3 s/2, B + j? > 42, into (2.17) we obtain (2.15). 
To prove (2.16), let F(z, fi) = X(S&+~ + (CG/(B + /3)) z,,,+~). Then we 
can write 
R(zt , P) - R(% ,p) = F(z, 8) - F(H, p) - d&O, 0; /3 - F) - d,F(O, 0; z - z) 
(2.20) 
as it can be verified directly that, for 7 E R, y E PI , 
40, Isi 7) = dx(x,.,+, + WG + B)) ~t.m+5 ; ti(z, B)), (2.21) 
where 
e, me) = w + (w + B) 0) - (d(~ + 8)2) + + (a + 8) 0) 
+ b-w(w +m 4t + 6 + P) e), 
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and 
dZF(Z, p; y) = dX (zt.,, + G& =t,mtl3; & Yt.o+uj* (2.23) 
The notation dsF, d,F is used to denote the partial derivatives of F with 
respect to /?, a. The derivatives are linear maps from R and PI , respectively, 
into Rd. For further information on differential calculus on Banach spaces, 
see [12]. 
Again using the mean-value theorem, letting y =- s/3 1 (I - sj& 
q = s.z -f (1 - S)Z, we obtain from (2.20) 
R(zt 9 6) - R(% 7 p, = f ’ [d,P(y, q; fl - 8) - d,F(O, 0; /I - B)] ds ‘0 
+ IO1 [4Fh 4; z - z) - dzF(O, 0; z - T)] ds, 
which, using (2.21) to (2.23), and letting 
becomes. 
q = F I [dX(#k, Y); (B - 8,9(q, Y)) - WWL 0); (B - 8, W, 011 ds -0 
+ s,’ [dx(#(q, Y); 4~ Y) - $6 Y)) - d-W(O> 0); #(z, 0) - 4(--, WI ds. 
(2.24) 
The following inequalities will be used in analyzing (2.24), again recalling 
that GJ + y > a/2. 
I dX(4 ; 4) - W4 ; &)I 
G K I A, - 4 I I 4 I + (K I A, - &.r5 I + &) I 4 - B, I* (2.25) 
I #(q, Y) - WA ON d h I i I I y ! + 2 i 4 Iv (2.26) 
I ?a Y) - (G(% r)l < 2 I Jz - 3 I, (2.27) 
I Z(& Y) - $q% Y) - (#(% 0) - $+A WI < I Y I (2h 1 f - i I + (4/w) I z - ff I)9 
(2.28) 
>14J(q,Y)I:Ghlx’I +(vw!7l +x4i, (2.29) 
Mq,y)-$b(O,O)l <hZIil lyl l t(4/G)‘q’ +2h’i’. (2.30) 
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Observe that ~rI=sI/3l+(l-ss)j~/, ~~~=s~zI+(l-s)/%I, 
and141 =sjC +(I -s)jfI,sothatafterintegrationwehaveJ:\yIds= 
HI B I + I Blh etc. 
Upon applying the estimate (2.25) twice in (2.24) and grouping terms, 
we obtain 
d j1 ik- I h9 d - +(o, O)I [I B -B I . I h d + I 11~b d - 46 racy 
0 
+ &[I B -B I . I a> r> -WY 011 + I #(% Y) 
- $6 Y) - (+(z, 0) - $6 Will ds, 
which, using (2.26) to (2.30), and the remark above, becomes (2.16). 
To complete the proof, we need to verify (2.25) to (2.30). Inequality (2.25) 
follows from the assumptions on dX(zt,, + #; 4) made in Theorem 2.11. 
Inequalities (2.26), (2.27), (2.29) and (2.30) are straightforward, making 
repeated use of the inequality cz + y >, h/2. Rewriting (2.28), we wish to 
estimate sup0 I(&/(& + ~))(a - %)(t + (0 + r) 0) - (z - Z)(t + GB)(, 
where (Z - Z)(S) = Z(S) - S(S). But 
&J/(cr, + Y))(Z - .q(t + (G + YY) - (z - s)(t + w 
= (u(~ + Y))[+ - w + (G + r)e) - (z - s)(t + 60)) 
- y(z - .qt + we)] 
= (6jre/(6 + y)) jol (2 - z’)(t + (8 + v)e) ds 
- (d(~ + w - f)(t + se). 
Inequality (2.28) is immediate from this identity. 
Now take g E N, and recall that 
P(g) = [jo2 ~oV) J(C 4(t) dt1-l Irn woV)k(O - WI dt. 
with u. normalized so that j u. I2 = 1, it follows that 
I /WI G ax I g - fz 12 G 4 g I + rl, (2.31) 
where 01 is defined in Theorem 2.11. 
And as z(g) satisfies (2.13), it follows that 
I &?)I < M I g - k - B(g) ICC 412 B WI g I + r + I P I I J@, 411 
< Wl + a I J@, ql(l g I + y) = &[I g I + Tl’ (2.32) 
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Further, from (2.13) we also have 
f2 I -i(g)1 < Kl I a(g)I + I g - k - P(g) J(C &)I 
< (fig& + I)(1 + a I J(% W)l)[l g I i- rl 
= &[I g I + rl. (2.33) 
Taking go N, so that i g / << 6, from (2.15) and (2.31) to (2.33), and 
letting G = 6 + Y, it follows that 
(2.34) 
Now S(N) C N if the right-hand side of (2.34) is bounded above by 6. 
Take 6 = r, so G --_ 2r. Then from (2.34), S(N) C A’ if 
, 
\ < r. (2.35) 
As the term on the left in (2.35) . 1 IS ess than the expression 4r’B defined 
in Theorem 2.11, the hypothesis 4Br .< 1 with 4~ :< 07, implies that (2.35) 
is valid. Accordingly, S(N) C IV. 
Now to show that S is a contraction on N, take R, ,p E L\-. Then, as L is 
affine on N, (2.31) to (2.33) imply 
IK44-PB(d GaOLIg--kl? (2.36) 
I z(g) - @)I < 4 lg -,$I, (2.37) 
and 
wl.i(g)--f(g)l <ug-Al. (2.38) 
Then, from the definition of S, and using (2.16) for 1 g ( < Y, j g 1 <l r, 
with 4orr -g W, and observing that 
~~l,l~~ <2ar,IzI,I% <2A,r,cZIiI,ciiIi~ Sz22;\,r, 
we have 
=2rig--gj )K((ah~bl+2A,)z 
+ (-E$ + A&) [4arK(d/ i I + 2X,) + 4&J $- cAY,h~ 1 x’ 11 
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=4rlg--gI [2h,2K$2 01 )x1 [hK I i 1 + ; (h&h + K, + Zh,Kr)] 
+y+ghR,P/(h,f/+Jfg-+4hX2Lj +Ic’hL,P,]l] 
=4Bulg---gl. 
and the hypothesis 4Br < 1 assures that S is a contradiction on N. 
Thus, there exists g* EN such that S(g*) = g*. Let (fi*, z*) =L(g*). 
Then g* = R(z,*, /3*), and inserting this value for g* in (2.13), we see that 
the pair (/3*, z*) satisfy (2.12). 
Furthermore, j p* 1 < 201~, / z* 1 < 2A1y, from (2.31) and (2.32). So the 
exact periodic solution x * = % + z* has the exact frequency B + /3*, and 
Theorem 2.11 is proved. 
Remark 2.39. Since z must be restricted to Cl-periodic functions above, 
it is easy to see that the theorem is also true if one assumes X is Frechet 
differentiable only on P([--h, 0]), the continuously differentiable functions 
on [-Jr, 0] to Rd. For example, this is the case if the lag in X depends upon x t . 
Of course, the details of the estimates would vary, depending upon the 
assumptions about X. 
It is important to note that the following theorem provides a converse of 
Theorems 1.5 and 2.11. 
THEOREM 2.40. Assume that (1.1) (OY (2.3)) has an exact solution x*, of 
period 2a (and frequency w*, in (2.3)). If the associated linear variational 
equation has no characterist? mult pliers equal to 1 (OY 1 is a multiplier of 
multiplicity l), then any Cl-function f, of period 29r, for which 1 f - x* 1 + 
1 P - x* ! is suficiently small, (OY for which j z - x* ] + ) LZ? - w*x* 1 is 
suf&-iently small), satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.5 (OY of Theorem 2.11). 
In particular, one may take x to be a Galerkin approximation, as used by Urabe, 
[l 11; that is, the Fourier series of % has only $nitely many nonzero terms. 
Proof. The proof of the theorem is completely analogous to the proof of 
Urabe’s Theorems 1 and 3 [II], for the nonautonomous case, and Stokes’ 
Theorem 3.1 [IO], for the autonomous case, and will not be given here. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Theorems 1.5 and 2.11 are applicable to strongly nonlinear systems where 
a computer is needed not only to compute f (and c;i), but also to compute 
the constants K, M, u, Ki , etc., and verify the appropriate inequality. The 
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computational difficulties here are considerably greater than in the case of 
ordinary differential equations, (see [lo] for details in this case), but they 
are not insurmountable. Thus, these theorems are of use in rigorously 
verifying the existence of an exact solution, whenever a good approximation 
is known. 
However, in the small-parameter case, the standard theorems concerning 
the bifurcation equations, etc., are a direct consequence of these theorems. 
Namelv: 
THEOREM 3.1. Consider the equation 
2(t) = L(t, xt) + cv(t, “q , E), (3.2) 
where L is a bounded linear map from C to Rd, continuous and periodic in t, 
of period 2x, and N is continuous in its arguments, periodic in t, of period 2~7, 
dz@rentiable on C, Lipschitzian in E. Assume that the equation 
it(t) = L(t, xz) (3.3) 
has exactly k linearly independent solutions of period 2rr, +1 ,..., &. . Let 4 denote 
the d x k matrix ($, a.. &J. Let Y denote the d x k matrix of dual periodic 
solutions of the equation adjoint to (3.3). Assume a,, E R” is such that 
r 
2n F(t) N(t, &a, , 0) dt = 0 
‘0 
(3.4) 
and also the k x k matrix 
is nonsingular. 
](a,) = joZr !P(t) dN(t, $zao , 0; &) dt (3.5) 
Then for all 1 e 1 su~ciently small, (3.2) h as a periodic solution x*(t, E), azzd 
1 x*(t, c) - d(t) a, ! = O(( l !), as j E j ---) 0. 
THEOREM 3.6. Consider the equation 
I?(t) = L(x,) + rN(x, , E), (3.7) 
where L, N satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3. I, but now L and N are inde- 
pendent of t. Again, assume the linear equation 
2(t) = L(x,) (3.8) 
has k independent solutions of period 27r, and define +b, Y as in Theorem 3.1. 
Assume a, E Rk is such that 
c 211 v7(t) W tao , 0) dt = 0, -” (3.9) 
409/54/3-3 
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and the k x k matrix 
J&J = In VT(t) dN(h, , 0; A) dt (3.10) 
has rank (k - 1). Further, assume b, E Rk is such that 
s 27I boTJ(a,) = 0, nd b,,“!V(t) L(&a,) dt f 0. (3.11) n 
Then fog all 1 E 1 su$iciently small, (3.3) has a periodic solution x*(t, c), of 
period 2?r/w*, and ! x*(t, E) -4(t) a,-, ) = O(j E I), ! w* - 1 1 = O(l E la), as 
JE!-+O. 
The proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.6 is as follows. 
The bifurcation equations, (3.4) or (3.9), imply the existence of a periodic 
approximate solution x of (3.2) or (3.7), respectively, 2(t) = d(t) a, + g(t), 
with error Y q = O(( E 12), (and w = 1, in (3.7)). In addition, (3.5) or (3.10) 
implies that M, as defined in Theorems 1.5 and 2.11, respectively, satisfies 
M = O(l E 1-l) for / E / sufficiently small. Further, (3.11) implies (2.7), for 1 E 1 
sufficiently small. Since K = O(I E I), ‘t ’ 1 is immediate that 2rM2K = O(l E I), 
so Theorem 1.5 implies Theorem 3.1 for ) E 1 small. Also, 4Br = O(\ E I), 
so in turn Theorem 2.11 implies Theorem 3.6 for small E. For further details 
of these proofs, see [lo, Lemma 4.51 (for the nonautonomous case), and 
[lo, Lemma 4.121 (for the autonomous case), which establish that (3.5), or 
(3.10) and (3.1 l), imply M = O(( E 1-l). In fact, Theorem 3.1 is proved just 
as is [ 10, Theorem 4.111, and Theorem 3.6 is proved as is [ 10, Theorem 4.191. 
Note that Theorems 3.1 and 3.6 include earlier results of Shimanov [4, 51, 
Halanay [I], and Perello [3]. Stephan [7, 81 considered the question of 
periodic solutions of equations of the form 
k(t) = Ux,) + IV@, Xt , + (3.12) 
where N is periodic in t, L is linear in x, and N is small in E in the C,-norm 
on x. Here E is a small parameter. His results can be stated as follows. 
Consider the equation 
a(t) = L(t , .Q , E; 4 + Wt, xt ,4 (3.13) 
Here N is as given in Theorem 3.1. L is a map into Ad with the following 
properties. For t E R, 4 E D C C, D is an open subset of C, 1 E ( < E,, , 
#EC19 
44 4, c; 4 = L,(t, C) + cL2(t, $4 E; $9 4,. (3.14) 
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Further, L, is linear in #, L, is linear in #, $, with L,(t, $) :< k;L 1 4 I, 
[ L,(t, 4, E; #, 4) < &[I 4 1 + 14 I]. In addition, assume L, is differentiable 
in 4 and E, in the Frtchet sense, for (t, 4, E, #) on the above set. 
In [7], L,(t, 4) = -a#(t - Y), and 
cL.,(t, $b, E; I/, 4) = -a[#(t - r - Ek(f, 4(t)) - $(t - Y)] 
zzz [--a !,‘$(t - Y - s ck(t, d(t)) k(t, C(t)) ds]. 
Using (3.14), rewrite (3.13) as 
S(t) = L,(t, xt) + qqt, xt ) e) + L,(t, St , E; -Tt ) -$)I. (3.15) 
Ure now may state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.16. Consider Eq. (3.15), with L, , L, as gizjen in (3.14). 
-3ssume the equation k(t) : L,(t, xt) has exact<v k independent 2n-periodic 
solutions, and dejne 4(t), 4(t) as in Theorem 3.1. 
Assume a, E R’: is such that 
r “n $qt>pyt, 4&l , 0) + L&t Ctao , 0; dtql ,&,)I dt = 0, (3.17) .” 
and also the k x k matrix 
+ d,L,(t, ho 7 0; Aa, 9 dt~oWt)l dt (3.15) 
is nonsingular. 
Then for all / E / suficient~v small, Eq. (3.15) has a %rr-periodic solution 
x*(t, E), and I x*(t, 6) - 4(t) a, 1 = O(l E I) as / E I + 0. 
Proof. The proof parallels that of Theorem 3.1. Equation (3.17) implies 
that y E PI can be chosen so that a(t) =4(t) a, + ~4’ is an approximate 
periodic solution of (3.15) with error r = O(l E Ia). Also, hypothesis (3.18) 
implies that M, as defined in Theorem 1.5, satisfies M = 0( 1 E 1-l) for / E 1 
sufficiently small. The only modification needed in Theorem 1.5 is to consider 
the mapping T defined there as mapping PI to PI , as it is necessary to use 
the Ci-norm in estimating the right-hand side of (3.15). 
However, if wi == Tz, , wZ = Tz, , it is evident from the preceding that 
I pi I i- 1 tii / -= O(l E I), and I wi - wz 1 + I ti, - ti, I = O(l E I)[/ zi - =a I t- 
( z+r - 22 I], so T is a contraction on a ball in PI , of radius O(! E 1) for ) E 1 
sufficiently small. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.16. 
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Theorem 3.16 has, of course, its analog in the autonomous case, which 
is stated here for reference. The proof follows Theorem 3.6 exactly as 
Theorem 3.16 follows the proof of Theorem 3.1. This is an extension of [8], 
as Stephan did not consider the autonomous case. 
THEOREM 3.19. Consider the equation 
$4 = L,(x,) + ~L,(X, , l ; Xt ,4) + wx, , E), (3.20) 
where L, , L, and N satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.16, but are independent 
of t. Again assume that the linear equation x(t) =L,(x,) has exactly k inde- 
pendent 2rr-periodic solutions, and define $, 1c, as in Theorem 3.1. 
Assume a, E: RX‘ is such that 
and the k x k matrix 
(3.22) 
has rank (k - 1). 
Further, assume that 6, E Rk is such that 
b,V(a,) = 0, and s o*’ h,V(t) L,(b,) dt f 0. (3.23) 
Then for all j E / su$iciently small, (3.20) has a periodic solution x*(t, l ), of 
period 24w*, and 1 x*(t, e) -4(t) a, 1 = O(l l I), ( w* - 1 ( = O(l E 12), as 
(El-o. 
Remark 3.24. If we follow Stephan in [7], and assume the equation 
k(t) = L,(t, XJ has no nontrivial periodic solutions, then M = O(l), and we 
may take f = 0, with error r = O(l E I). In this case, as LP(tr+, s; #, 4) is 
already expanded around 4 = 0, we can relax the requirements on L, and 
only assume L, is Lipschitzian in 4, in the neighborhood of 0. This case 
then corresponds to Stephan’s earlier result. 
Other basic theorems which are also consequences of Theorems 1.5 and 
2.11 are the following. 
THEOREM 3.25. Assume the equation 
J”(t) = f(t, x’t 9 PL) (3.26) 
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has, for p = u0 , a periodic solution x,,(t), of period 2n, which is noncritical, 
(see De$nition 1.3). Here f is continuous in its arguments, periodic in t of period 
2rr, di&rentiable on C, and Lipschitzian in CL. Then, for 1 J.L - JL,-, 1 su@ient~v 
small, (3.26) has a family x(t, TV) of periodic solutions of period 27r, and 
1 x(t, CL) - r,,(t)/ = O(l p - p0 1) as TV -+ p0 . Further, x(t, p) is also noncritical, 
for eacA vu. 
THEOREM 3.27. Assume the equation 
kas, for p = p0 , a periodic solution x,,(t), of period 237/w,, such that the 
associated linear variational equation has 1 as a multiplier of multiplicit? 1. 
Here f is as in (3.26), except that now f is independent oft. Then, for ! TV - I*(, : 
sr@cient~~~ small, (3.28) has a family x(t, CL) of periodic solutions of period 
27+4A and ! XV, PL) - xoo(t)l + I 4-4 - w. I = O(l CL - v. I) as P - P(, . 
Further, for each p, a(t, p) also has 1 as a multiplier of multiplicit? 1. 
Proof of Theorems 3.25 and 3.27. Again, these theorems are immediate 
consequences of Theorems 1.5 and 2.11, respectively. Take f(t) = x0(t) 
(W :: wo), with error r = O(! (1 - p0 !). In both theorems, M, K (and KI) 
are bounded above as p -+ po. In Theorem 3.27, the assumptions on the 
linear variational equation implies x,, is noncritical in the sense of Defini- 
tion 2.5. Thus, in both theorems, for / p - p. 1 sufficiently small, the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1.5 or 2.11 are satisfied, and the desired conclusions 
fOllO\V. 
Remark 3.29. Theorem 3.25 appears in [I]. Theorem 3.27 is a recent 
result of Hale [2]. 
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